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Executive Summary

The aim of this report is to identify
and understand the experiences of
black jewellers — i.e. the jewellers who
identify themselves as black people
— who are pursuing their careers in/
contributing to the jewellery industry
in the UK and also to identify and
document the challenges they face. In
a thematic analysis of semi-structured
interviews with 11 black jewellers from
across the industry, this report found
that nearly all participants have
experienced racism in some form in
the UK jewellery industry.
Other than the Kassandra Lauren
Gordon Survey, no other research on
this topic has been found.
The motivation for this research
emerged from the industry interest
in the topic of barriers faced by
black jewellers after an open letter
by Kassandra Lauren Gordon — this
report’s author — was published, first
on The Jewellery Cut website and
then in several jewellery publications
and websites. In this letter, she spoke
about the challenges she experienced
as a black jeweller herself.

In the wider context for this research,
the activities of the Black Lives
Matter movement have started
many conversations on inequalities
affecting black people.
This research is an attempt to identify
them in the UK jewellery industry for
those who might want to understand
and/or redress them.
Research aims:
— To identify and understand the
experiences of black jewellers who are
pursuing their careers in/contributing
to the jewellery industry in the UK.
— To identify and document the
challenges faced by black jewellers in
the UK and how they negotiate these
challenges in their day-to-day work.
— To make recommendations to
suggest potential ways to address the
issues that arise for black jewellers in
the UK.
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Executive Summary

The interviews reveal six themes:
1. Experience of racism in the jewellery
industry
2. Negative experiences in education
and training
3. Representation of black jewellers in
the press
4. Social capital when you don’t have
personal connections
5. Difficulties accessing the supply
chain
6. The need for resilience

The report ends with over 20
recommendations suggested for
jewellery institutions, employers,
education providers, members of the
jewellery supply chain, the press and
black jewellers themselves to help
remedy the issues raised.
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— 2.1 The first attempt to study black
jewellers
After an initial search and consultation
with researchers and academics,
no published empirical studies or
research looking into the experiences
of UK black jewellers were found
during the literature review and the
writing of this report from September
– November 2020.
As such, this research has been
conducted as an introductory attempt
to elicit the issues that present
themselves for black jewellers.
The list of issues that emerge is not
exhaustive but rather illustrative of
the issues that exist.
There are no figures on the number
of black jewellers present currently in
the UK. The Kassandra Lauren Gordon
Survey used the IBISWorld market
research report (2020) to estimate
the number of black people in the
jewellery industry:
• Number of people in employment
in the UK Jewellery Manufacturing
sector in 2020 is 5,776

• The number of black people (based
on an assumption of 1%–3% of total)
could be between 58-173
People of ethnic minority are less
likely than white Britons to work in
the creative industries and are more
likely to experience unemployment
from precarious labour in the creative
industries (Malik and Shankley, 2020).
Based on research on the jewellery
and creative industries, this section
introduces the different areas of
interest that can help with a greater
understanding of the black jewellers’
experiences.
— 2.2 Jewellery: a hybrid creative
industry
The jewellery industry encompasses
many skills and services and so there
are many ways to be involved in this
industry. One way to see the jewellery
industry is as a very multifaceted
industry at the intersection of different
sectors: art, design, craft, fashion and
retail. Bishop (2013) says that the
jewellery industry is a hybrid industry
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featuring creative, manufacturing and
retail work. It is also a very old and
traditional industry with structures
and processes that both overtly and
covertly disadvantage women workers
(Duberley et al., 2017).
The perception of the jewellery
industry as being white-maledominated is something that could
be seen in Victoria McKay’s decision
to close the Women’s Jewellery
Network (McKay, 2020); “In reality, the
situation is that collectively jewellery
industry leaders have not addressed
issues around diversity and inclusion.
Be that gender, race, sexuality, or
any other marginalised group. The
industry remains led by white men,
with a notable presence of Asian and
minority ethnic leaders elsewhere in
the trade. Yet it’s less welcoming to
black people who strive for inclusion
than it is to women.”
On the other hand, jewellery making
can appear to be a trade with
relatively low entry barriers (Duberley
et al., 2017). You can use your own
tools and do short courses to get
trained. While it may be easy to enter

the jewellery industry in this way, on
closer examination it was observed
that it is not easy to sustain oneself
in the industry. Relatively low wages
are a barrier (assuming you are able
to find paid work) and while selfemployment is common, the natural
difficulty of building a commercially
successful business as an alternative
to employment is another barrier.
Getting coverage in the press has been
an important part of the success of
many or even most jewellery brands.
Anecdotally, black jewellers have
found it hard to get equal coverage as
their comparable white peers.
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— 2.3 Defining race and who this
report covers
Along with other characteristics
such as gender, social class and age,
race is an important part of identity
and identity is complex, perhaps
increasingly so. There are many similar
definitions of the concept of race that
dominate in academia.
For example, Acker describes race
as being a type of difference that
is socially defined and is based on
physical characteristics, culture and
historical relationships upheld by
entrenched beliefs (Acker, 2006).
It would be justified to say a leading
concept used to interpret race
and other dimensions of identity
is ‘intersectionality’. The term
intersectionality, which was coined by
Kimberle Crenshaw in 1989, looks into
the various ways in which race, gender
and other dimensions of identity
combine to shape social experiences.
Another relevant concept that can
be used to describe some of the
experiences documented in this

report is microaggression. The term
‘microaggression’ was
originally
coined by psychologist Chester Pierce
in the 1970s to describe “subtle,
stunning, often automatic and
nonverbal…‘put-downs’ of blacks by
offenders” (Pierce et al., 1978, p. 66.
Microaggressions can be described
as “brief and commonplace daily
verbal, behavioural, or environmental
indignities, whether intentional or
unintentional, that communicate
hostile, derogatory, or negative
racial slights and insults toward
people of colour. Perpetrators
of microaggressions are often
unaware that they engage in such
communications when they interact
with racial/ethnic minorities” (Sue et
al, 2007).
This report does not make an
attempt to determine the competing
theoretical merits of the existing work
on race but rather focuses on what
research participants say about their
own experiences. The participants
in this research self-identified as
black. As such, research participants
identified themselves as being within
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the relevant group, rather than this
decision being made about them.

they are helpful in identifying topics
of significance in the data.

Eikhof and Warhurst (2013) assert that
in creative industries inequality is
inevitable as a result of the precarious
nature of the work, wage instability,
low or unwaged entry-level jobs, the
reliance on social networks and the
working patterns. Informality and
trust in the jewellery industry is key
to its ‘close-knit nature of clusters’
(Duberley et al., 2017).

2.4 Methodology

There are existing frameworks for
understanding ‘inequality regimes’.
Acker’s framework (2009) identifies
four dimensions of inequalityproducing practices: (1) picture/map
of the inequalities, (2) features and
patterns of the differences (3) job
hierarchies recruitment, promotion,
processes (4) the impediments to
change such as the instability of
systematic inequalities and the
perceived legitimacy of these
inequalities.
Although this research is not designed
around any one framework or theory,

The aim of this research was to
investigate the experience of black
jewellers pursuing their careers in
the jewellery industry in the UK.
Considering the resources available,
qualitative research methods were
used to offer a window into the
subjective experiences of the research
participants, which is difficult to gain
from a closed question survey.
The opportunity to participate in this
social research report was promoted
online, in the trade press, by some
black jewellers, The Goldsmiths’
Company, The Goldsmiths’ Centre,
industry bodies and other people
working in the industry.
11 participants took part in the social
research report.
Interviewees were business owners,
self-employed, employees, or students
studying jewellery. Geographically the
participants were based in different
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parts of the UK (Scotland, Northern
England, Southern England, London
and West Midlands). The participants
had a range of different experiences
in the jewellery industry and also has
different skill sets (for more detail see
the appendix).
An incentive of £100 was provided by
the Kassandra Lauren Gordon Fund to
the participants for their time invested
in taking part in the interviews—
lasting 1 – 2.5 hours.
Semi-structured interviews—in which
the interviewer does not strictly follow
a formalised list of questions—were
recorded online over two weeks in
September 2020. The questions were
open-ended, allowing for a discussion
with the participants.
All interviewees have given verbal and
written consent to publish their words.
We applied thematic analysis to
the interview transcripts to identify
common themes in what was said.
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From an analysis of the transcripts
from the semi-structured interviews
with the participants (see the
appendix), a number of themes have
emerged.
• Experience of racism in the jewellery
industry.
• Negative experiences in education
and training.
• Representation of black jewellers in
the press.
• Social capital when you don’t have
personal connections.
• Difficulties accessing the supply
chain.
• The need for resilience.
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Experience of racism in the jewellery industry
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— 3.1 Experience of racism in the
jewellery industry
All participants reported experiencing
racism at some point in their careers
in the jewellery industry, some more
or worse than others. The form it
takes goes from subtle, where the
participants try to second-guess and
rationalise the experience away to
the flagrant, like being told by a
customer when working in retail in
a fine jewellery establishment “A
hundred years ago, I would have
owned you.” The experiences extend
to difficulty in finding employment
with noticeable shifts in tone when
the applicant arrives for an interview
and the employer realises they are
black.
— 3.1.a Negative experiences at work
Participant 5 experienced overt
racism at a few jewellery companies.
He feels sometimes that colleagues
felt threatened by his ability as a
polisher and co-workers thought that
he would “steal their jobs”. A co-worker
said to him, “You f**king black”.

Participant 1, having spoken about
not experiencing racism in the
industry, talks about how he was
overlooked at work by his boss and
felt he had to leave because of it:
“I would say I asked him three times
every week for a good job, it must
be near a month to start giving me
better work. It took me all that time to
actually get some jobs, some decent
jobs, show him I can make them, and
then he moved me to the bigger
workshop to start making proper
work.
Then from that, I got into the whole
CAD thing and started making the
proper work that they got, which was
the big things. Whereas other people
just asked him straight out, ‘Can I
get this?’ He’d give it. For me… you
virtually had to beg him to actually
give you a chance…that’s why I was,
like, ‘Well, leave them.’ That’s why I left
[work place], I thought, ‘I’m done with
it. Why am I battling for a position for
respect in the workplace when there’s
no need? I’ve learnt what I needed
to learn, I’ve used this place for what
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I can use it for, I’ll go out and do my
own thing then,’ which is what I did.
Nothing bad to say about the place,
I enjoyed myself there, it was a good
laugh. I was surrounded by incredible
talent.”
— 3.1.b Gendered experiences
The black women who participated in
this research had negative gendered
experiences. Participant 7 talks about
how people doubt her being the
jeweller creating the dental jewellery
she creates:
“I think being a female, and doing...
grillz, I don’t think it’s a challenge but
I feel like it’s different for me. A lot of
people assume that I’m a guy. They
don’t believe that it’s me doing it, …
‘Oh yes, [so] you do plating?... What
for?’ And I’d be like, ‘grillz, gold teeth,’
and they’re, like, ‘What?’ They’re
looking at me like I’m crazy”
Participant 11 had various
uncomfortable sexual advances in the
jewellery industry:

“Also there were incidents, I would call
it hyper-sexualisation, from other
industry members when I was walking
around
[a well-known
annual
international jewellery event]. There
was a couple of incidents where, I was
fresh out of uni and I had some guy
give me his business card and tell me
that we should go for a drink sometime
and he basically said older men make
better boyfriends and then started
basically insinuating that I should be
looking for a sugar daddy. I was like,
‘What the eff?”
— 3.1.c Microaggressions and
problematic interactions around race
Participants mentioned that the
racism they experience in different
settings in the industry can be subtle.
Participant 1 highlights the recurring
stereotype of black criminality, ‘black
people stealing’:
“When I started out in the industry it
was still, ‘Oh, you make jewellery? I
thought you’d be stealing it,’ those
kind of everyday comments that
those rich, white people thought were
funny”.
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Participant 11 mentioned how tired
she was of getting into racially
ignorant conversations:
“...they [work colleagues] had this
habit, whenever they read about
another young [black] person getting
stabbed in the news, suddenly they’re
asking me, ‘What’s the problem with
the community where there’s so much
of this going on?’ I’m expected to give
a whole rundown...I won’t say that I
grew up far away from such events,
but I didn’t exactly grow up in poverty.
We’re not rich by any stretch but..., I
don’t exactly come from a deprived
family”.
Participant 11 mentioned how a
jewellery industry professional made
unfavourable
remarks
on
the
presentation of her hair:
“When I was at [a well-known annual
international jewellery event]… So,
there was an incident. I’ve never
relaxed my hair [‘relaxing’ is a hair
straightening
process,
typically
involving a chemical treatment
capable of chemical burns] ... I’ve

always braided it and I kept it
natural...everybody who knew me has
always known me to have braids or
have my hair tied up in a little bun.
One year I decided to get a wig made
that was just straight hair, cut in a
short pixie cut kind of way, and I
walked into [a well-known annual
international jewellery event] wearing
this wig and this industry individual
that I knew who happened to work for
a certain industry body …he started
complimenting my hair and then he
started comparing my image, my
looks, to that of a white classmate.
Then he said, ‘How your hair was
before, it’s lovely and all, but it wasn’t
very professional, this is far more
professional.’ I thought, oh, funny that
because a couple of years ago you
were praising a white woman with
dreadlocks, saying that it was a
striking and edgy addition to her
image as a designer”.
— 3.1.d Seeking employment
Some participants have said it was
hard to find work as a black jeweller.
Participant 11 mentioned that once
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the prospective employer knows she
is black, most of the times, he/she
changes his/her mind about hiring
her:
“You’ll arrange a telephone interview,
you have the telephone interview,
they’re really impressed with your
CV and what you do. Then you turn
up to the interview and suddenly the
mood changes and it took me a while
to work out... There were quite a few
[interviews] where there was obvious
hostility, like they take one look at
you and suddenly the mood changes
and suddenly they’re picking at your
CV and going, ‘I have a problem with
this and I have a problem with this,’
but over the phone they didn’t have
a problem with that… why is [it] that
one look at me [and] their demeanour
flipped,
their
whole
attitude
changed... It’s really speaking to other
jewellers and speaking to my family
that people started saying maybe
they’re just racist”.
Participant 9 talked about his
frustration about not getting any
work, but says the situation has
improved over time since the 90s:

“I couldn’t get any work anywhere.
Doors shut, you know? I just couldn’t
get any work anywhere. No one would
hire me. Young, skilled black man, you
aren’t going to get any work…We’re
talking about the beginning of the
90’s. No one would give me any kind
of love. No one. I mean today, it’s a
lot easier, but in the beginning of the
90’s, there was just no love. No one
wanted to know. ‘Oh, he’s a black guy,
he might rob me.”
— 3.1.e Mixed experiences with the
public
Some participants talked about their
experiences with customers.
Participant 10 says, “When working
in retail, I’ve always worked with
fine jewellery, and [had] very, very
difficult experiences of a lot of
racism, complete racism. I’ve had
horrible comments, like, ‘A hundred
years ago, I would have owned you,’
and people not wanting to be served
by me, people not wanting to trust
my knowledge. That’s because it’s a
different type of client, because of
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the amount of money they may be
spending.”
Participant 9 mentions his experience
with customers was “Very mixed. It’s
a confusing one because you get this
situation where it’s a bit of, you’re
getting shot from all over. A white
man will look at you and say, ‘I’m not
giving that guy £50,000.’ I’d rather
take my £50,000 to someone else.
Then you’ve got our community where
we have a... brain washed mentality,
where they believe you’re still not
good enough. They’ve got to stick
their money, their £50,000 and spend
it on a brand name”.
Participant 5 has second-guessed
herself as to why clients don’t speak
to her in the office but has come to
think her suspicions are supported as
her boss has noticed it too:
“Sometimes I think like, ‘Oh, maybe
I’m just being a little bit sensitive,’
but sometimes in the set-up of how
the lab is, previously I was in the other
office, the clients never saw the lab,
there was a partition. But because

we’ve had to move, clients walk in
and they can see what’s going on.
So not very many people knew that
I was the gemologist, or who the
gemologist was, they just knew who
the receptionist was and who the
owner is.
I find that a lot of times people come
in and sometimes they’ll just ignore
everyone, but often they’ll say hello to
some people. I rarely get a ‘Hello,’ a
‘Good afternoon,’ stuff like that. And
it’s just like, ‘You’re coming here to get
a service that you can’t do yourself. I’ve
trained, I’ve put in the work, I’ve put in
the time, I’ve put in the money to be
able to do this. And you’re coming to
me for my services. Fair enough, you’re
paying for it, but you could just be a
little bit polite about it.’ …
The only thing different between
me and the other people that they’ll
speak to is literally I’m black or I’ll
be a woman or they’ll only speak to
the men... It’s just very off-putting, it
just shows how people are. And then,
obviously, when they need something,
they’ll speak to me. And there’s been
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a few times I thought it was just in my
head, but a few times my boss has
been, ‘Say hello to the gemologist,
because you’ve said hello to everyone
else in here. You can’t pretend like she’s
not there.’ And so it’s not just being
picked up by me, it’s being picked up
by other people.
So, that’s just a kind of low-key
social weird thing that goes on in
the jewellery industry. It’s just a bit
uncomfortable. It doesn’t really
affect my job or anything, but it’s just
uncomfortable. But, you just kind of
keep it moving. I don’t think I’ve been
in the industry long enough to have
experienced anything crazy yet. But
that’s what I’ve experienced so far”.

03
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Negative experiences in education and training
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Participants raised issues from the
curriculum to marking, teaching and
the lack of grievance processes when
problems did arise.
— 3.2.a Classroom incidents
Some participants mentioned how
they experienced racism while
studying on a jewellery course and
how it affected them:
Participant 3 recalls how the
behaviour of other students, and
not just staff, contributed to feeling
bullied:
“Most of the racism I experienced was
in the jewellery schools and from other
women, mainly middle aged white
women. I found I experienced a lot of
racism from them, for example I went
to a private jewellery school and there
was about 5 or 6 white women in the
class and me…so because my work is
inspired by the bible so I do Christian
jewellery, so I think some people had
a problem with that as well, that just
gave them even more reason to make
fun of me. They would say, [Participant

3] is coming, change the conversation,
here comes the god squad,’ you know.
They were quite deliberately racist. In
another school, here in the Jewellery
Quarter, I also had racism, again from
the middle-aged white women. I don’t
know why I seem to be a threat to them
maybe, I don’t know”.
However, sometimes a staff member
can be the source of negative experiences.
Participant 3 says, “The teacher, bless
him, said to the class, ‘When you think
of a tar, think of [Participant 3], hot,
black stuff.’ I was deeply offended and
everybody started laughing. I just
said, ‘Excuse me,’ I just got up and
walked out. I complained to the
owner of the school and she said, ‘Oh
they’re just having a laugh, you need
to grow a thicker skin,’ she wasn’t very
helpful at all. I found that school quite
racist. I couldn’t believe everybody in
the class laughed and I didn’t
personally think it was funny, I told
you I was offended”.
Participant 8 felt that the racism she
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felt from her jewellery lecturer on her
degree course affected her mental
health and led her to seek professional
help. She was afraid of making a
nuisance of herself by identifying her
experience as that of racism:
“I got really depressed, I was, ‘I’m going
to fail, anyway, she’s going to fail me
and there’s nothing I can do, nobody I
can talk to about it, because all these
people are agreeing with her, telling
me that what I’m complaining about
is minor and [to] just get on with it.’ I
went to the doctor and I was, ‘Listen,
I’m feeling really down, every time I
speak to my lecturer she’s putting me
down.’ I was just, ‘I feel like I’m going
crazy,’ because up until that point I
had never said racism, because I was
so scared to even say racism. Then
I’m pulling the race card, it’s such a
serious thing to say. I was just, ‘I feel
like I’m being treated unfairly.’ It
was my doctor that was, ‘This whole
time you’ve spoken to me you’ve not
mentioned racism, why?’ She was a
white lady, and I was, ‘Because I’m so
scared to pull that card.’ At the end of
the day, she’s treated me unfairly and

that’s the bottom line...’Yes, but that’s
racism.’ She told me that, ‘Yes, you’re
dealing with racism. Nobody in the
class, you’re the only black person in
the class.”
— 3.2.b Lack of a grievance process,
empathy or redress and dismissal of
complaints
Some participants expressed that
even when they made a complaint
about the racist incidents that had
taken place on a jewellery course, their
complaint was not taken seriously:
Participant 3 states, “I complained
to the owner of the school and she
said, ‘Oh they’re just having a laugh,
you need to grow a thicker skin,’ she
wasn’t very helpful at all”.
Participant 8 says “Every day I was
being broken down by my lecturer, she
really ruined my university experience.
I did complain to the union, the head
of the art school and the dean of the
art school, it wasn’t really received
well or taken seriously at all. I was
dismissed when I did that, so it wasn’t
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the best experience, purely because
maybe I feel like I was racially profiled.
Apart from that, if I was treated the
same as everybody else I probably
would have had a decent experience
in uni”.
Participant 8 further mentions her
experience trying to get support from
another university lecturer:
“It’s so hard to go to another lecturer
and tell them that this lecturer is
treating me like this. They’re, ‘Okay,
where’s the proof?’ Then you’re, ‘Well,
she did this to me but she didn’t do this
to another classmate.’ She was, ‘Oh,
that’s just the way she teaches.”
— 3.2.c Not receiving the same
amount and quality of guidance and
instruction as others
Some participants felt they were
intentionally treated differently on a
jewellery course.
Participant 3 says, “It would be things
like the teacher would never get round
to me, she’d go round everybody

else and then it would be, ‘Oh sorry
[Participant 3], we’ve run out of time,
I’ll see you first next week.’ Then next
week she’d forget”.
Participant 8 says, “We’d be in
the whole class, she’d go around
everybody’s desk on a Tuesday, she’s
going around to see everybody’s
progress. She’d come to my desk and
the way she spoke to me compared
to everybody else, everybody else
she’d be, ‘Okay, try this technique,
do that technique, try and design it
with a curve,’ or whatever. She’d come
to mine and she would never offer
any direction. It was just, ‘I don’t like
that, what skill set could you say was
brought to the table?’ This was in front
of the whole class, so at the end of the
day the whole class didn’t even rate
me [i.e. think Participant 8 was skilled]
because I was always being spoken to
this way by my lecturer. I’d be, ‘Okay,
can you explain to me where I can do
something better?’ She was, ‘Yes, go
and see this design book in the library.”
— 3.2.d Varying responses to the
experience of racism in education
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Participants responded in varying
ways to the experience of racism on
their jewellery courses.
Participant 8 was so adversely
affected by the racism on her course
that she needed a break from
jewellery:

is during my training, which I think is
one of the reasons why I want to start
a jewellery academy to train young
black jewellers. I don’t want people to
go through what I went through when
I was training”.
— 3.2.e The curriculum

“So, after I was at uni, I just took a
couple of months-... where I’ve just
been home, thinking, just getting my
mental space back. I bought a bike. I
ride around. I’ve started to paint, and
stuff like that. I’ve just been doing
exercises to get my happy back…
Just trying to get mentally strong
again... Now I just need to focus on
finding a workshop and just getting
my jewellery career further. Yes, that’s
what I’m mainly doing, looking for
a workshop here. Then I will start
making again”.

Some participants thought the
jewellery course curriculum was very
euro-centric and jewellery courses did
not support student work or creativity
if its aesthetic was seen as ‘ethnic’.

Participant 3’s negative experience
while studying in jewellery courses has
inspired her to set up her own jewellery
academy:

“I had comments of, ‘Maybe you
should seek a mentor outside the
college,’ because my work is very
black-focused. It’s very much about
the black experience. I didn’t really
have anyone to talk to about it, in

“Most of the racism I’ve experienced

Participant 8 remembers her lecturer
saying, “You should just make jewellery
for your ethnic group”
Participant 10 said it was taxing to
produce jewellery work connected
to her heritage at the [ jewellery
education provider]:
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terms of faculty. When I did, I was
more or less explaining a wider
cultural experience before them. That
can be taxing, because then you
become a teacher when you should be
a student. You start looking for things
outside, when it should all be there”.
— 3.2.f Feeling ‘othered’
Some participants reported throughout their interviews how they have
been subjected to ‘being othered’ or
made to feel different from the norm
and undervalued.
Participant 10 states if jewellery is
perceived as non-European it is looked
at unfavourably:
“On a creative level, if your work
identifies as African it’s seen as
primitive. This is a language which
comes up a lot in craft, this idea that
African crafts is primitive. If you are
presenting in a way, it’s somehow
devalued because it looks African so
therefore it’s not this shiny European
style, which is interesting”.

Participant 2 feels that there is a
stigma around what is perceived
around ‘black jewellery’ in the
jewellery industry and ‘black jewellery’
is heavily stereotyped:
“I think that there’s like a real negative
stigma around... whatever is classified
as black jewellery. Obviously not so
much in the fine jewellery aspect.
Fine jewellery is fine jewellery. But
whenever you see the term black
jewellers, or black jewellery, people
instantly think about rapper jewellery
and gangster jewellery... You wouldn’t
say white jewellery. Jewellery’s
jewellery... ‘Black jewellery is hood
jewellery,’ it’s always thought of as
really negative connotation and a
negative light.
I don’t feel as individuals we’re being
held back from doing whatever [we]
want to create, making whatever
[we] want to make. But it’s just the
stereotypes... We have people in every
single tier of the industry but we’re
just not being seen. And I think it is
just because of that stereotype”.
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— 3.3
Representation of black jewellers in the press
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Participants recognise the importance
of the press for a jewellery brand but
they don’t feel the press engages with
them as much as with other
comparable white jewellers and while
there is recognition that the way the
press has engaged with black jewellers
is improving, they feel there is more to
learn.
— 3.3.a Equivalent coverage for
comparable jewellers and beauty
standards
Some participants felt overall that
the UK media did not offer equal
attention to black jewellers and their
comparable white counterparts of
equivalent standard.
Participant 3 states in her experience,
“The press haven’t been amazingly
supportive. I think what I’m learning
is the industry is quite closed and
cliquey”.
Participant 6 feels Euro-centric
beauty standards may influence the
press on what to feature:

“I think again, this might be a
perception of just being a black person
going throughout life, I think in media
in general, [it] doesn’t matter whether
it’s magazines, fashion magazines,
the Daily Mail, whatever. More often
than not I always think that white
people get more clicks and more likes
if they’re doing the same thing as a
black person.... That’s just the way of
the world unfortunately and I do think
that the world, especially the UK,
has this ideology of ‘white women,
with long hair [who are] ... really
pretty’. If you’re showing off jewellery
in that instance I think naturally
people click ‘like’ on that because
that’s what they are used to seeing,
they’re programmed to see that and
conditioned to see that. Whereas if
it’s me and I’ve got the same picture
and my hair is out and it’s all curly
and unruly, I feel like people are a bit
like, ‘I don’t resonate with that”.
— 3.3.b ‘Black jewellers’ or ‘jewellers
who happen to be black’
Some jewellers felt jewellery by black
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designers in the press is portrayed in a
limited scope.
Participant 7 says, “The only thing
that I’ve seen in the press that is black
people and jewellery is just rappers’
jewellery, like, their jewellery but not
the person who made it, you know?
So again it’s not ever something that I
can say that I’ve seen”.
Participant 2 thinks, “They’re trying.
In the past there was nothing, and, to
be honest, there shouldn’t even be a
position where it’s like, ‘Look at this
person’s jewellery, because they’re
black.’ No. You should be including
everyone who has excellent jewellery.
It just happens that for some reason
black jewellers are not being
included, I just don’t understand why.
So, I think it’s good that they’re being
more inclusive, but it just really is
disheartening that we have to really
point it out and really be like, ‘Guys,
back this up.’ But I think, for me, it’s
not really the press that I think needs
to change, I think it’s just print media
in general”.

Participant 1 says, “The people who
are named in jewellery are the Shaun
Leanes, the Steve Websters, the Theo
Fennells, people know them. I don’t
want a black jeweller to... just to
show up in the paper and say, ‘Look,
this really was made by whoever,’
and disappear. I think if you’re
being named in the press, you’re a
trendsetter, like, Jessica McCormack
is at the moment, like Ming is on her
way of becoming. I think these people,
they’re doing some nice stuff and it’s
just-, it bothers me in a sense that with
the amount of creativity that all of us
have grown up around, that none of
us has broken the British market”
Participant 9 thinks, “it falls down to
the industry showing that trust and
that respect due for an individual’s
work and not just someone’s colour.
Why can’t the press look at a black
jeweller like they look at someone
else?… I saw something recently, some
black jewellers in a magazine which
I thought was lovely. But why does it
take all of [the events happening] now
for that to happen?... The Jewellery
Cut organisation, they have a lovely
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mentality about them and how
they’re doing things, which is great.
I’m actually loving what I’m seeing
and hearing from The Jewellery Cut
people and the way they handle their
press and their diversity, which is
good.”
— 3.3.c Sudden interest in black
jewellers due to the Black Lives Matter
movement 2020
Some black jewellers are noticing the
increased interest in featuring black
jewellers in the press.
Participant 4 describes the positive
effects of being featured by the press
and its power to anoint a designer as
worthy:
“I think the Vogue article was
phenomenal, and it’s amazing
because I didn’t actually realise I was
in it until somebody pointed it out to
me about 2 and a half weeks later.
I didn’t realise, and I didn’t see the
effects from it directly at first but
what I realised afterwards was,
people saw it and might not have

done anything about it at the time
but it was something that they’d then
referenced. But I was really surprised
by the amount, when I put on my
page that I was in it, the amount of
congratulations and well done that
I got from people, the amount of
interest and attention was quite, yes,
it was surprising. I think that was my
highest liked post this year… people
looked at me, similar people to who
had been following my page before
but saw me in a different light, maybe,
as having more value, because I have
been accepted by this publication and
therefore, I was more deserving of a
second look”
Some black jewellers feel that industry
needs to do more for the press to
support black jewellers:
Participant 9 believes, “We can’t
really blame the organisations, the
press organisations, you can’t blame
them as such because they’re only
dealing with what they have in front
of them. What it boils down to, the
actual industry itself and allowing
black jewellers, allowing ethnic
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jewellers to actually grow and shine...
It’s the actual industry itself it boils
down to really. Press companies can
only talk about what they’ve got
going on. What they see in front of
them, what’s one of the biggest things
coming out right now”.
— 3.3.d Jewellery brands
inclusivity in advertising

and

One participant remarks black-owned
businesses appear to be inclusive
when they’re in the driving seat.
Participant 2 states they’ve “Noticed
a lot that people who have blackonly jewellery businesses, who
have the opportunity to always
make it completely just...[in terms
of representation, those business
owners are] really inclusive of other
people. You’ll see black women, you’ll
see white women, you’ll see Latino
women, you’ll see Asian women, so
all sorts of women. And everyone is
celebrated. But I feel like we’re always
so inclusive of other people, but we’re
just not getting included. So, I want the
top brands to be using black models,
I want to see more black skin on ad
campaigns. When was the last time

you saw a black model for something
like Claire’s? It has to be everywhere,
for me”.
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— 3.4
Social capital when you don’t have personal connections
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The Oxford Dictionary defines
social capital as “the networks of
relationships among people who
live and work in a particular society,
enabling that society to function
effectively.” Participants report that
their lack of social capital impedes
their prospects in the jewellery trade.
— 3.4.a Mixed views on jewellery
institution engagement with black
jewellers
Participant 10 says it is not “The case
that we should be given specialised
treatment, and things like that. We
work hard, and I think that what is
clear is that the access for us is very
different... I think that there should be
more of an active engagement role in
[the] community.
[The jewellery industry is] a very tightknit community of who knows who, and
unfortunately, like I said, if you don’t
know anyone, or you haven’t gone to
certain places, it’s hard. I know people
and I still can’t get an answer out of
certain institutions. I think they need
to think about that a little bit more”

Participant 3 was surprised at how
jewellery institutions have offered
support to set up her jewellery
academy:
“I was part of the National Association
of Jewellers (NAJ) and I didn’t find
it very helpful at the time but I have
been speaking to them about this
academy and they have been quite
helpful and quite supportive. It’s a
pleasant surprise actually that they
have been so supportive.
There’s another organisation [a
jewellery association], my colleague
[colleagues name] put the Go Fund
Me [to raise funds for Participant
3’s jewellery academy] on the page
and he had such a backlash of racist
people that he had to take it down.
They asked him to take it down.
It’s very sad that those people exist
but I think that what I’m finding is
there are lots of good people who are
genuinely anti-racist who want to help
and support as I’m sure you’ve found
when you did your fund. As I said
the NAJ have been really supportive
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about the academy. In the past until
the Black Lives Matter movement a
lot of white people didn’t think about
racism because it didn’t affect them
so they’d have no reason to even
care but Goldsmiths have been very
supportive, they’ve been amazing”.
— 3.4.b Forming collectives
Some black jewellers have found
that forming a collective can help to
increase social capital.
Participant 10 has “Always found that
[what] works is to form collectives,
and that could be a collective that is
changeable, that could be multiple
collectives. I have groups of friends,
some I’m doing this with, some I’m
doing that with, and I think that that is
the key to any new project: to team up
with people that you know.
“You’d be surprised how much you can
get done together, and you’ll then be
surprised that institutions will want
to know who you are when you’re a
group doing stuff together as well,
so I think it’s a lot easier to work that

way. When I was doing my BA, a group
of us started a collective. There were
more jewellers than anyone else, but
we also invited other artists that were
mixed from different disciplines, and
it was great, we all got to share ideas,
but we also did work, we did a public
installation in Great Eastern Street,
there’s a massive memorial wall, and
we did some 3D street art.”
Participant 11 states that being
part of a jewellery collective helped
exposure:
”We were all independent designer
makers. So, yes it was more of a
collaborative experience. It was more
of a team effort, so we did a lot of pop
up shops together, I was with them
from 2012 to 2015”.
— 3.4.c Industry of connected people
Participants felt that many of the
people in the jewellery industry used
connections to get into the industry.
Participant 2 “Already had the opinion
that most people who I spoke to, who
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did work in the jewellery industry, who
did give me a bit of their time to at
least speak to me, they got into it
because their family was already in
it or they decided to be a jewellery
designer or they were in some sort of
other type of design and then went
into that, or they were just like a
hobbyist or something like that.
But, I never got to even speak to people
who were working in the industry. I just
felt like [it] was very hidden away and
it wasn’t very easy to find the right
people to speak to to figure out how to
go about getting in the industry”
The lack of jewellery connections in
the industry inspired Participant
2 to create a list of black jewellery
professionals:
“The list is growing into a collection
of black industry professionals. So,
anyone who’s black, who works in the
jewellery industry. From people who
are literally just hobbyists, who are
beading and selling stuff on Instagram,
to people who work behind the
scenes like, as I said, polishers, setters,
mounters, people who source stuff like

gemstones, people who work in the
PR, any kind of aspect of the jewellery
industry. If you’re black, if you’ve
got an organisation, a charitable
organisation, if you’re an individual,
if you’re a business, everyone’s just
on the list. Because I realised that
you couldn’t go anywhere and find
a collection of black jewellery shops
that you could buy from. Let alone if
you preferred to shop black and you
wanted to source your metals or your
precious stones from a black vendor,
there was nowhere for you to do that,
either. So, I was, like, ‘Something needs
to be done.’ So, in doing that, I found
lots of different people in different
parts of the industry and I’ve met a few
people, and that’s my only entrance
into the supply chain. It’s just by off
chance meeting people, connecting
with people online, that’s it. But I’ve
not been introduced to anything or
told about anything”.
Participant 1 lacked guidance and
connections in the jewellery industry
when trying to work his way in and so
made decisions he later regretted:
“There was no history in my family or
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friends or anyone that I knew. Actually,
no there was 1 person in Trinidad,
but I was way too young to really
appreciate what he used to do. I knew
nothing about the industry. It was a
huge set back, because most of the
people in the industry when I got in
it, their uncle’s in it, their father was
in it, you’d have been a third, fourth,
fifth generation jeweller, whereas I
was learning everything from the first
time. On top of that, I did the stupid
arts route and went to the university as
opposed to doing an apprenticeship,
but again, we never learnt about
apprenticeships when we were in
school because it was all about-, when
the hell did I graduate? In ‘98. It was
all about university, get a degree,
that’s the way forward. No one told
me anything about apprenticeships
or anything of the sorts, no one knew
about it. If I knew about it then, would
I have gone for an apprenticeship?
Probably not because I don’t know
anything about the trade. I think that’s
our biggest issue, is that our trade is
dying because nobody knows about it.
I’m finding a lot of people are getting
into the industry in their mid-20s. By

that time you should be an established
mounter. That time was too-, you’re
starting so late. To get any respect in
the industry you’ll have to either put in
a hell of a lot of hours, which I had to
do anyway, and not earn any money,
which most people aren’t willing to
do”.
— 3.4.d Vulnerability when one lacks
social capital
Participant 11 had the experience
of someone more connected than
her trying to blackball her from the
industry (as told in a follow-up email)
“One day, my then employer wrote to
me to inform me that due to my long
term condition (that I’d kept them
informed about as per protocol),
they had chosen to terminate my
employment. In that letter, they
gave some hypothetical scenarios
where my condition could impact
their business later on, (none of
those scenarios actually happened
during the years that I’d worked for
them). So as per protocol/procedure,
I responded two days later in writing
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acknowledging the receipt of the
letter and it’s contents, and then in
that same written response I basically
said to them “by the way, I am obliged
to inform you that you’ve just violated
the employment rights act, and the
disability rights act.”
There was no communication between
us after that. “Then two months later, I
was contacted by a couple of jewellers
who informed me that there was some
nasty gossip going around about me.
Around that time it became clear that
said gossip was affecting my ability
to find another job in the trade. So
realising that there was an attempt
to get me blackballed, I got legal
advice and then contacted ACAS and
started the mediation procedures. As
previously mentioned the case went
to tribunal in the end and I won.
“Unfortunately the attempts at
blackballing continued for a short
while after that. I actually lost a lot
of respect for not just that employer,
but also a number of other jewellers in
my local jewellery quarter during that
whole ordeal, so with the exception of
my usual suppliers that I went to for my
own work as a designer maker, I mostly

disengaged with the local quarter
for almost two years. I basically took
a break from the area and spent it
doing agency jobs in schools and CAD
training in my spare time.
“There were some suppliers that knew
me years before I started working for
that employer that I also avoided,
because I knew my old employer went
to them as well. But my return to the
local quarter was a lot more pleasant,
months before I started re-engaging, I
was informed that my former employer
shut down their business and left the
area. It seems they’d also fallen out
with a number of suppliers.”
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— 3.5
Difficulties accessing the supply
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Finding good supplies and services is
everything if you work for yourself, but
accessing the supply chain can be a
hurdle for black jewellers.

was down there on my own, and I just
thought, ‘Don’t you guys have CCTV?’
She was like, ‘Oh, are you alright?’ and
I was like, ‘I’m fine’”.

— 3.5.a Anxiety when buying supplies

— 3.5.b The importance of
relationships in getting access to the
jewellery supply chain

Participant 4 states,
“‘Whenever I go to [company namesupplier of precious metal bullion]
and I’m upstairs and I want to look
at tools, I never feel comfortable
going downstairs when there’s no
one there, when there’s nobody else
downstairs.’ Because I’ve done it and
I’ve gone down to the bottom and
then I’ve peeked and there’s no one
there… and then [employee name]
would say to me, ‘No, no, no, go, it’s
fine, look around,’ but yet still I have
this distinct need to make sure that
whatever I take down I make sure I put
down somewhere. Like I’m not holding
it, like I’m not doing anything that
might suggest that I’m not going to
pay for it. And then, I remember one
particular instance, I don’t know how
this person didn’t fall down the stairs,
she ran down those stairs so fast, when
she realised I’d gone down there and I

Participants have had varying
experiences of being excluded from
the supply chain and have followed
different approaches to get access.
According to Participant 10:
“The trade dealers? Yes, I don’t have
problems getting what I need. I don’t
have problems, I’ve been around long
enough, so they know who I am. I can
go to places and I go and get what I
need. In the early days it was hard, I
couldn’t get into this door, I couldn’t get
into that door. Some of these places,
you’ve got new people working there
and they look at you funny if they don’t
know me. In general, I don’t really have
problems to get what I need. At the
end of the day, they want my money
so, you know what I mean?”
Black jewellers mentioned that asking
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questions will help build networks and
better access to the jewellery supply
chain.
Participant 7 says, “At first, again, I
didn’t know where anything was [in
terms of suppliers], I didn’t know who
did what, so obviously the first place I
went was the Internet. I knew I needed
a caster, so I was just searching for
‘jewellery searching jewellery casting,
London’ because that’s where I was at
the time. There weren’t loads that were
coming up but they were the main
ones, so I was just looking through
reviews and stuff, and then from that
I went to the first one… But then I
would meet people and they told me,
‘Oh, there’s another caster here,’ and
I’d be, like, ‘Oh really?’ Because you
know, for someone who doesn’t know
Hatton Garden, you’re walking along,
you would just think that the shops you
see are the only ones that are there.
People don’t realise that there are
shops underground, there are shops
above, there are shops round the back.
“So, as I started to meet more people
and know more people they started to
tell me more things, and that is how

I was able to know where different
places are and know who does what,
where to go for things. If I’d go and get
something plated, I’d ask the people,
‘Where do I get this done?’ and from
there. So, I wouldn’t say it was the
hardest thing to do, but for some
people it might be harder, do you know
what I mean? Because I’m the type of
person, that I’ll talk to anyone”.
It is important to highlight that
Participant 6 uses exclusively online
suppliers and builds online business
relationships:
“Yes, I get everything online. All of the
stuff is online, I use Etsy a lot because I
want to make sure that I’m buying from
other small businesses as well. I like to
contribute to other small businesses so
a lot of my earring posts, the backs, the
tiny little silver bits that go on earrings
and jewellery, are coming from Etsy
exclusively, because I want to make
sure that I’m giving back to them as
well. It works both ways, because they
know that I’m making jewellery so you
make that connection together. It’s
good”.
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— 3.6
The need for resilience
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Participants felt perseverance and
having a ‘fighting spirit’ was helpful in
the jewellery industry.
Participant 9 states, “I’ve been
screaming for many, many years
[about the racism faced by black
jewellers]. Before I was screaming,
my dad was screaming but my dad
was screaming all by himself. Yes, my
dad was screaming and shouting and
banging down doors all by himself. He
was the only one and then about 5 of
us started shouting and screaming and
we were about the only 5 of us. There
were 2 black jewellery shops back in
the day, 2 Tony’s by the way, Anthony
and Anthony. Anthony G, they were
out there trying to do their thing, but
again, it was hard. There was Lennox,
another guy out in west England, in
Tottenham, it was hard to do the type
of work that you really wanted to do
because people wouldn’t buy it from
them. They were stuck to do a certain
type of work in order just to cover the
costs. There are people making noise
and shouting and screaming but it’s
falling on deaf ears, let’s see what’s
going to happen in the future”.

Participant 9 further claims that
support from family and jewellery
mentors helped to tackle the
difficulties as a black jeweller: “I would
say support from my Mum.
My mentors. Both mentors from The
Prince’s Trust...top friends, top fine
jewellers”.
Participant 10 states that she has to
be adaptable:
“I’m really surprised how resilient and
how adaptable I’ve been. I did a lot of
digital art that took me in a different
direction, but it all informs my practice,
which is great. I really love [to] work in
[the] community. What I find is when
I teach I go into schools, usually to
teach different black history subjects,
and I use jewellery as a tool to do that.
So, we do Bantu writing, for example,
we made symbols and made them into
rings, and children were telling stories
through these objects and using the
objects as language.
...I think for me, a lot of the achievement
so far has been sticking to my cultural
narrative strongly, with conviction,
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but then also adapting when I need to
and [being] able to find opportunities
regardless of what door is open”.

Participant 7 says that she uses the
internet as her main resource to learn
jewellery skills:
“I’m on the HND course now, and
apart from that it’s just been YouTube
videos, and just the Internet ... I’ve
seen someone make something or use
a certain technique and I liked how it
turned out. If they didn’t tell me how
they do it I would go on the Internet
and research how to do it, and then
I’ll normally just try it... So, I don’t
have as much formal education, you
know, people will go, like, Oh, they’ve
got this GIA accreditation… those are
things that people should definitely be
proud of because they worked for, but
it just goes to show that you don’t have
to take that route. Like, if you have the
willpower to want to teach yourself
then you can. So, it’s very flexible, it
just depends on what kind of learner
you are”.
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The aim of this report is to identify and
understand the experiences of black
jewellers who are pursuing their careers
in/contributing to the jewellery industry
in the UK and also to identify and
document the challenges faced by them
in the UK.
On the plus side, some participants
noted that the industry is meritocratic in
places in their experience, even though
barriers are still encountered in such an
environment.
Most participants have experienced
some form of racism and discrimination
in the jewellery industry. This was from
across different areas of the course,
accessing the jewellery supply chain,
dealing with the public, in employment
and more. Respondents’ experiences raise
questions about the processes that
industry institutions have, or do not have,
in place to address grievances, and
whether there is a culture of support for
people who express concerns. In the
educational setting, the response from
participants varied from depression and
seeking professional help for mental
health to seeking to establish an
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educational institution to train black
jewellers where such issues would not
be a factor experienced by the
students. Students also reported
feeling ‘othered’ and undervalued on
their courses.
In many ways, the accounts sound like
a long lost report from the past just
recovered, with black customers being
followed around shops, potential
employers having second thoughts on
candidates when they turn up for an
interview and the employer realises
they are black, a student’s race being
the butt of a joke to the classroom by
an educator and the lack of processes
to redress consequent grievances.
Not all participants have had illmeaning, overtly racist experiences
(e.g. slurs used against them) although
much of the reported negative
experiences are consistent with
and similar to the widely reported
experiences of black people in other
sectors and society at large. The
research suggests the ability to find
employment has improved since the
90s, however, there remain many
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persistent barriers and so there is still
work to do.
One of the most appreciated things
about the jewellery industry is its
connection to the past and its
sometimes antiquated ways of doing
things. However, when the closed
nature of the industry sustains racist
attitudes alongside those traditions,
it is perhaps not surprising that the
jewellery trade hasn’t progressed in
its behaviours, culture, and attitudes
towards black people in the way that
other industries have.
Whereas special treatment is not
being sought, hard and skilful
work has not shown itself to be a
sufficiently effective strategy for
successfully pursuing a career in the
industry for many black jewellers with
many obstacles left to overcome and
a sense that you must know someone
to get in. Without this social capital,
a person’s ability to enter the industry
is lessened and their success in either
employment or entrepreneurship is
less likely. The value of mentoring is
noted by Participant 9 for overcoming

the challenges he faced.
The Black Lives Matter (BLM)
movement has been a catalyst for
change in the level of engagement
black jewellers have received in the
press, which itself was also a notable
feature of the research.
For someone who has not received
any media attention or publicity, the
effect of a single appearance in a
prestigious publication can have an
attributable effect on the profile of
that jewellery business and increased
engagement with the business on
social media and online.
However, not all press attention is
equally valued. There is a feeling that
appearing in the press on account
of being black undermines the merit
of the jeweller’s work although there
was some acknowledgement of why
this has been done recently in the
wake of protests after the death of
George Floyd and in the light of BLM
protests. Listicle articles that collate a
smattering of black jewellers together
on account of all being black are seen
as not ideal at best and potentially
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harmful at worst.
It is hoped that a more inclusive
editorial line will help normalise black
jewellers as just jewellers while writing
about their work as well as featuring
more diverse models.
There doesn’t seem to be a strong
professional network among black
jewellers although there is recognition
of the value of collaboration through
joining collectives to amplify one’s
profile. We are now also seeing
the beginning of professional
relationships that can boost the social
capital for black jewellers and provide
access to the supply chain through
each other (although this will be
very limited in scope given the small
numbers of black jewellers).
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The following recommendations are
offered to help redress these problems:
— Jewellery education
1. Employ black jewellery tutors.
2. Train jewellery staff on how to
deal with racist complaints and/or
formalise the process for dealing with
grievances.
3. Ask students whether they have
experienced anything of concern
and/or make clear how to raise issues.
Consider elements of confidentiality
and anonymity around such claims.
Also, consider how issues can be
raised informally without triggering
disciplinary procedures.
4. Train staff on what constitutes or
may be perceived as discrimination.
5. Review the institution’s diversity and
equality policies to make sure they’re
up to date.
6. Share the diversity and equality
policy with the students and staff.
7. Review the euro-centric jewellery
curricula and marking criteria.
8. Collect demographic data on
students and track their destinations
after graduating.

— Social capital
9. Jewellery industry bodies should
organise mentoring programmes by
industry members for people looking to
get into the industry at the beginning
or early/mid-stage of their careers to
open access to the industry.
10. Create flexible artist-in-residence
programmes.
— Supply chain
11. Industry bodies and education
providers
should
help
broker
relationships with suppliers to help
provide students with equal access to
suppliers.
12. Industry bodies and institutions
should take a stronger signposting role
for new jewellers looking for services.
13. Institutions should take the lead
in raising awareness throughout the
industry of barriers faced by black
jewellers in accessing services and
raising the standard of equal access
to the level expected in the UK today.
Benchmarking and consulting with
similar industries could be a useful
approach.
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14. Retailers and service providers
should review customer service
policies.
— The media
15. Hire black journalists to write about
jewellery.
16. Incorporate black jewellers in
articles primarily on the basis of their
work rather than their race. Are they
considered jewellers who are black
first and foremostly or black jewellers?
17. Make an effort to make sure you are
treating black jewellers the same as
you do other jewellers.
18. Compile learning on how to
navigate representation at an
editorial level and create best
practices. There will likely be plenty to
consider from feedback to various
articles, including other publications
and in the press of similar and related
industries.
19. Inform independent jewellers if
they appear in a publication as part
of your workflow.
— Recruitment and representation of
black people

20. Employers should review their
diversity and equal opportunity
policies.
21.
Jewellery industry bodies,
institutions and large companies
should engage in outreach work
to attract people into the industry,
including people who do not already
know someone working in the industry
and underrepresented communities.
22. Be inclusive in marketing materials.
23. Advertise jobs where they are likely
to attract black candidates.
24. Consider hiring apprentices and
looking at other ways to get into your
company.
— Recommendations for black
jewellers
Black jewellers should follow strategies
that have proved to have worked, such
as joining collectives, finding mentors,
professional networking and building
supply chains they have access to.
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Limitations and Future Research

This research shares the limitations of all qualitative research with small sample
sizes. It is indicative and exploratory rather than representative. One major
limitation of the sample of participants is it is very London-centric, even though
all efforts were made to promote the opportunity to be involved in the research
UK-wide. In addition, in a future study, it is recommended that more subjects of
both sexes be chosen.
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— Look at the mental health of black jewellers studying a jewellery course.
— Survey the entry routes into the industry of black jewellers compared to other
demographics.
— Track black jewellers after they finish a jewellery course.
— Analyse the black jewellers published in the press.
— Conduct a longitudinal study of the career progression of black jewellers in the
jewellery trade.
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This research report provides some
insight into the black jewellers’
experiences in the UK jewellery
industry. All participants mentioned
they’ve experienced racism and
discrimination in some form. Themes
that emerged from the thematic
analysis of the data were: the
experience of racism in the jewellery
industry,
negative
experiences
in
education
and
training,
representation of black jewellers in
the press, social capital when you
don’t have personal connections,
difficulties accessing the supply chain
and the need for resilience.
One participant said, “I think that our
biggest issue is that our trade is dying
because nobody knows about it.” One
could add that some people who do
know about it and want to dedicate
their working lives to the trade are not
able to enter the industry or are made
to feel unwelcome when they do.
The jewellery trade is by tradition a
closed space. This has led to it falling
behind the times in modernising its
hiring practices and ways of working

to the level the average person would
expect in the UK today. However,
the fact that the reseach suggests
hiring practices have improved
since the 90s to have fewer barriers
is encouragement that they can
continue to improve.
The largest beneficiary of greater
access to a larger skilled workforce,
black and otherwise, would be the
industry itself.
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Appendix

Information on the background of participants in the interviews for this
research is included below. Participants were anonymised for the report.
Due to the multifaceted nature of the jewellery industry, the many specialisms
and areas of work, brief descriptions of the participants are included below
to give context to their contributions.
1. High end jewellery manufacturer. London-based.
2. Formally trained gemologist. London-based.
3. Jewellery workshop owner. Birmingham-based.
4. Metal jewellery designer maker. London-based.
5. Jewellery trade polisher. London-based.
6. Non-precious metal jewellery designer. Based in the South of England.
7. Dental jewellery designer maker. Birmingham-based.
8. Jewellery degree graduate. City withheld. Scotland-based.
9. High end jewellery manufacturer. London-based.
10. Metal Designer. London-based.
11. Jewellery designer maker. London-based.
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